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By the Shores of Silver Lake

BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 1, "Unexpected Visitor"
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JANUARY 1, 2020.

I've already got an entry for Docia/Hi on my website, but some of you may not have seen what
Lola Heikes Flack (1900-1992) wrote about her grandparents. Lola was Cousin Lena's daughter, and this
document was published in the INGALLS INQUIRER in 1985:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/2020_01_01_docia.pdf

pio

Some newspaper bits that mention HIRAM FORBES --(1) The Road.—H. Forbes has the contract of ten miles east of Lake Benton. He has one hundred and
forty teams and four hundred men. He will have forty teams and eighty men more next week. The grade
on this contract will average about thirteen thousand square yards to the mile, and will all be completed
within the next thirty days. Mr. Forbes has a contract for twenty miles more, west of the Sioux River,
which is heavy work, and his force will be transferred as soon as the work here is finished. Mr. F. also
informs us that five miles will be laid west from Tracy this week, and the iron will be laid as fast as the
grade is completed. The company will build their line to the Missouri river this season, some 200 miles
west of us. The force of the Milwaukee & St. Paul is being rapidly transferred to this line, and work on
that road is nearly finished to the Jim River. We understand also that the line will be pushed through from
1

Watertown to Bismarck this season. (Marshfield Tribune) - reprinted in the Brookings County Press, June
19, 1879 [note: Marshville is about halfway between Tracy and Brookings]
(2)Forbes, the contractor who has the heavy work to do at Lake Benton, will finish his job at that place
this week and next week he will be in this county. So we are informed. - Brookings County Press, July 3,
1879
(3) Nothing particular concerning the R.R. matters this week. Mr. Forbes, who has been doing some
heavy work at Lake Benton has nearly completed his work and sent about fifty of his men further west.
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The dirt is flying fast. Trains are expected to be running to Hughitt, (Lake Benton) by August 1st. Brookings County Press, July 10, 1879

(4) Strayed! Two horses, on Monday night, from Forbes’ job on the railroad near the Sioux River. One
horse is gray, the other sorrel with light mane and tail and white hind legs, weighed about 1.150.
Information leading to their recovery will be amply rewarded. Address or bring horses to Simon Cook, at
Fountain or at the railroad grade. - Brookings County Press, July 17, 1879
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(5) There is a scarcity of railroad workers in this vicinity now, they having gone to Benton to help Mr.
Forbes out on his contract there which has to be done this week. They will then return to push the work
here. - Brookings County Press, July 24, 1879

(6) H. Forbes, the heavy contractor on the Chicago & Dakota, the Lake Benton Times says, is now
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working on a nine mile contract west of the Jim. - Brookings County Press, October 2, 1879
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C is for CEMETERY.

This is an early photo of the De Smet Cemetery main entrance (looking south from 208th Street).
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I'm guessing that's Alfred Waters and Edward Couse in the picture.

The one thing I've written and thought should be published is my De Smet Cemetery research. I'd
have to track down some photo permissions and make sure I had permission to use obituaries, but I'm
guessing everything would be put on find-a-grave immediately by some LIW person (with no credit to
me). I could put the information on find-a-grave myself, then why publish? You see the dilemma.

pio

Anyway, since there's been some discussion about the Ingallses' graves -- and because I love

the De Smet Cemetery -- here's a nice new thread for that discussion.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 2, "Grown Up"
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JANUARY 2, 2020.

A few years ago, I spent way too much of my time marking mistakes in Annotated Pioneer Girl,
printing out and inserting stuff I couldn't believe hadn't been included To say I'm not a fan of that book
would be a gross understatement. Your mileage may vary, and yes, yes, "It's a big, beautiful book full of
information." Too bad 20% of that information is incorrect.

This chapter of By the Shores of Silver Lake makes one think that Charles Ingalls went to work
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for the railroad and would stay gone, only meeting Ma and the girls at the oh, so distant Tracy depot
months later. Some newspaper bits:

Thursday, March 20, 1879. Currie Pioneer. [paraphrased] Charles P. Ingalls elected Justice of the Peace
in Walnut Grove. [Lots of newspaper bits about Mary going blind that summer. They've been shared all
over the place, so I won't put them here. Remember that Hiram Forbes is mentioned in the WG area in

pio

June.]

July 24, 1879. The Redwood Gazette. C.P. Ingalls, who is taking charge of a gang of men near Lake
Benton, made a visit to town last night and reports work progressing rapidly and thinks in a short time
trains will run to Lake Benton. [FYI: railroad surveyed to Lake Benton in late January 1879; began
surveying west of there in April. Tracks were laid to Lake Benton in August, with regular trains reported
running in Sept. 18 issue of the Brookings Press.]
July 31, 1879. The Redwood Gazette. Mr. and Mrs. C.P. Ingalls are expecting to take their daughter Mary
to St. Paul in a short time, in hopes that they can have something done for her eye sight. Although entirely
blind she is very patient and submissive.
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September 4, 1879. The Redwood Gazette. C.P. Ingalls' family start this week for the Sioux river, where
Mr. Ingalls is to work. They do not expect to return before spring.
In Pioneer Girl (starting about page 127), there's a story about Mr. & Mrs. Welch and Mr. & Mrs.
Ray that the annotations totally muck up. Here's what really happened:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/11692

Pa supposedly goes to work for the railroad in June, but did he really leave while Mary was sick?
It's not until late June that the Redwood Falls newspaper reports her starting to get better, but losing her
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sight. Then Pa visits in late July and he and Ma supposedly take Mary to a doctor in St. Paul.
When I ordered deeds for the Ray / Welsh (not Welch) families from Essex County NY, I was
surprised to see that Charles Ingalls had acted as Justice of the Peace on a deed that Caroline Ingalls also
witnessed in Walnut Grove, dated August 19th (a Tuesday).

Does it surprise anyone else that Pa "came home" fairly often while working on the railroad? It
makes me wonder what other deeds he might have handled that summer that are still waiting patiently at
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the courthouse in Redwood Falls for someone to go look them up.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 3, "Riding in the Cars" - and

JANUARY 3, 2020.
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Chapter 4, "End of the Rails"

If the theme of the book is "railroad and town building" as Rose informs Laura, then these
chapters serves to show the reader what the result of all that progress will be. The train is noisy,
dangerous, costly, and fast, and it takes you to a town that's noisy, strange, and costly.
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Some comments: (1) The description of Grace with "her feet in small new shoes sticking straight
out," sounds a lot like the photo of Baby Grace, doesn't it? (2) In the manuscript, Laura says she sat on the
north side of the train, so now you know. (3) In the manuscript, Laura also wrote that she "tossed the
candy box out the window" after they ate the candy. (4) A newspaper story the week before the Ingallses
were there says Annie McArthur helped run the dining room of the Exchange Hotel; was she the yellow-

pio

haired girl in SSL? (5) Edited out of SSL but used by Rose in FREE LAND and in PIONEER GIRL (p.
45) is the tornado story. The annotation only gives the names of the hotel proprietors; here's what really
happened:

http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/7087

A lot of the info about Tracy that's been shared in various publications comes from Arthur P.

Rose's AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF LYON COUNTY (1912). It's online here; the link will take
you to info starting after the grasshopper years:
https://archive.org/detai…/illustratedhistolcm00rose/page/86

--- There's a great timeline for the Hard Winter that starts on page 93.
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Turntable / Roundhouse:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/4520

It's no longer there, nor are the tracks that headed northwest outside of Tracy (right across Highway 14
from Wheels Across the Prairie Museum), but here's a 1950s aerial that still shows it. It doesn't show up
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when you zoom in on Google earth.
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B is for BLUNT BUTTE

In June 1879, the railroad surveyors made their way across Kingsbury County in advance of the
grading crew. Charles Irish, the head surveyor, kept a work diary, and on June 20, he wrote: "A fine day.

ne
e

Pulled up 1-2 & 3 tents, left 4 tent and moved the camp as we ran 10 miles west. The party ran 11 miles.
We camped at a tank of water. As we came on named a fine lonely Butte after Mr. Blunt. Buried a glass
bottle with the names of party & copy of Chicago Times in it. Nettiburgh & myself started at 5 P.M. west
to James R."

[Note: John Blunt was chief engineer of the Winona & St. Peter branch of the C&NW railroad,
and he and Marvin Hughitt (general manager of the C&NW) were waiting for Mr. Irish in Huron to

pio

discuss his progress and make plans for the rest of the summer. Blunt was a civil engineer and a
southerner. Born in Chattanooga, he was engineer of the Georgia Western Railroad in Atlanta when the
Civil War broke out, and on the advice of his boss he went north to Chicago, working for the Chicago and
Galena before it was absorbed by the C&NW. Charles Irish was of Quaker parentage, born in New York
and settled in Iowa City as a young man. As a civil engineer, he laid out (among other lines) the C&NW
from Mankato to the Black Hills. In 1886, Irish was appointed surveyor-general of Nevada by President
Cleveland.]
That bottle was dug up by Charles Manchester in 1881. Although Blunt Butte was identified on
early Kingsbury County maps, its story has faded with time, but it definitely needs a place in Laura
Ingalls Wilder lore. I've been dragging Little House tourists up there for years, summer and winter. My
8

cover photo for the past couple of months has been a picture of Blunt's Butte I took the last time I was in
De Smet.
Here's the newspaper story, which also records the text of the "note in the bottle." Manchester
Times, November 21, 1881:
AN ITEM OF INTEREST. Below will be found a very interesting account of one of the first
preliminary surveys of the Dakota Central Division of the C. & N. W. R’y., and the origin of the name of
a Butte five miles north of this place, commonly known as “Blunt’s Butte,” that was taken from papers

co
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which are supposed to have been buried by the surveying party on the top of the Butte in a mound
(erected for the purpose) built of stones and earth and encased in a bottle such as pickles or chow chow
are put up in. This discovery was made by C.H. Manchester who was on his return home from Spirit
Lake, and having previously heard that a bottle of whiskey had been buried there, drove to the Butte and
dug into the mound with the intention of possessing the spirits or disproving the statement, the mound
being badly dilapidated he only had to dig about 18 in. when he struck the above-named bottle which was
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standing with the cork down and contained the following account of the survey, with the names of the
party and of those who had visited them that day, wrapped in a “Chicago Times,” dated May 27, 1879,
and tied securely with a string.

“This Butte is 110 miles from Tracy.”
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“This is a memorandum of an engineer’s party at work surveying a line through Dakota
for the Chicago and Northwestern railroad. We began work at Tracy, Minnesota on
March 20th, 1879.—Have to this date surveyed and located 70 miles of line from Tracy
to the Big Sioux River and now we are on our way to the James River. We take the liberty
to christen this beautiful mound, “Blunt’s Butte,” in honor of our Chief Engineer, J.E.
Blunt, Esq., of the Winona and St. Peter Railroad Company.
The names of the party are as follows:

pio

C.W. Irish, D.C. Dunlap, P. Powers, C.J. Hutchinson, A.J. Hughitt, C.J. Carse, L.
Christianson, O.N. Hughitt, Joe Mudree, E.S. Miller, H. M. Latio, G. Syters, W.N.
Shankin [Shankland], G.W. Thorn [Thorne], J De Barr, F.S. Meyers, I.E. Segur, W.C.
Cole, I.D. Collins, I.M. Leigeton, J.S. Nettiburgh.
We were visited by Mr. B.E. Pay from Oakwood, today, who brought with him letters
from home also a couple of tramps and a new teamster for us, Henderson by name.
This was done on the 20th day of June, 1879.”
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Looking back towards De Smet from the top of Blunt's Butte. I was standing at the rock mound where
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the bottle was buried. — in Manchester, South Dakota.
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L is for Lizzie... and Laura and Lena.

BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 5, "Railroad Camp," and Chapter
6, "The Black Ponies"

ne
e

JANUARY 7, 2020.

West of Brookings and heading towards Volga, just before you cross the Big Sioux River you'll
pass the site of the 1879 railroad graders' camp; look for the red barn on the north side of the road. This
was where the Ingallses spent a couple of days before they moved on to Silver Lake camp. There isn't a
sign at the Big Sioux, so you might miss it if you're not paying attention.

pio

When the surveyors were doing their thing earlier in the year, they camped farther south, on

Halver Egberg's farm. The area was much more crowded than Wilder made it out to be; Egberg had been
there since 1874. The Dakota Central's railroad right-of-way (100 feet on each side of the tracks) was
granted by the Right of Way Act of 1875 and was approved separately for each section the railroad
crossed in 1879-1880.

The graders' camp (X marks the spot) is where Laura and Lena started from when going for the
washing, supposedly 3 miles from camp. Here they heard the story of the child-bride, Lizzie, who married
herself a good man at age 13. Obsessed researchers have been curious about Lizzie for decades, looking
for possible candidates on the 1880 census, for example. Was Lizzie her real name, or did it just have that
alliteration thing going for it: Laura, Lena, Lizzie.
13

Maybe, just maybe, the story was really about the girls' second cousin, Addie Ingalls (Lizzie and
Addie have double consonants). Addie's father, Ira, was Docia and Charles Ingalls' first cousin. Addie
married in June 1879 at age 14, days after she had given birth. More here:
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/12264
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 7, "The West Begins"
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January 8, 2020.

...in which the reader is introduced to Laura's first teenage crush: Big Jerry. --- The identity of Big
Jerry is still unknown, but if he was "Fred Field's brother-in-law" as Wilder always said, then Fred was
either married to Big Jerry's sister or Big Jerry was married to Fred's sister. Luckily, Frederick William
Fields (1852-1933) is pretty easy to trace, but there doesn't seem to be a Big Jerry counterpart in his
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family tree, unless it's possibly Eugene Brusso, Mrs. Fred's brother. There's more than one time that
Eugene (and the nickname Jerry) appears in the Fields family. My page for Fred and Big Jerry is here:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/8779 --- Anything to add?
Rose Wilder Lane used a "Big Jerry" character in FREE LAND (her character was called "Halfbreed Jack"). Both Laura and Almanzo helped Rose with details about homesteading when she was

pio

working on FREE LAND and Laura and Rose were working on BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE.
Laura mentions Big Jerry several times in letters, too.
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January 9, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 8, "Silver Lake"

I'm convinced that the layout of the Silver Lake railroad graders' camp is best left to our
imaginations, because we're probably never going to know where all the buildings were located when the
Ingallses lived there. I never picture as many buildings as Garth Williams drew or the neat arrangement in
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THE WORLD OF LITTLE HOUSE (1996), where the railroad grade is ignored completely.
I'm sure there are other period photos of grading camps out there, but the photo here is of part of
an 1880 Frank Jay Haynes stereoview of a railroad camp. Haynes was the official photographer of the
Northern Pacific Railroad; a collection of his papers/photos is at the Montana Historical Society. I always
wondered if Garth Williams had access to the Haynes photo, since Williams' perspective is similar and

pio

there are rolling hills on the horizon in both works.

Here's how Laura describes the railroad camp:

handwritten PG manuscript: The shanties were in a scattered group on the north bank of a lake.
SSL manuscript: The camp lay before them scattered along the west and north shore of the lake. The
surveyors house, a real house, was farthest away on the low bank that was the north shore. The long
boarding-shanty was next and much nearer on the western shore end with the long bunkhouse near it. Not
far from the bunk-house was the stable for the work teams. It was a long stable built against a swell in the
prairie and covered with the long slough grass. At some distance from that following the curve of the lake
shore was Pa’s office and store, with the feed store at the back and then their own shanty. Several other
small shanties were scattered here and there around the campsite.
16

SSL typescript: The camp lay before them scattered along the west and north shores of the lake. The
surveyors house, a real house, was farthest away on the low bank that was the north shore. The long
boarding shanty was next and much nearer on the western shore. Near it was the long bunk-house for the
men and a little way from that was the stable for the work teams. It was a long stable built against a swell
in the prairie and covered with long, slough grass. At some distance from that, following the cure of the
lake was Pa's office and store with the feed store at the back. Just a little way from the store was their own
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shanty. Several other small shanties were scattered around the campsite.
published SSL: They could see the whole camp, scattered along the lake shore north of the shanty.
First was the store where Pa was working with the big feed store behind it. Then the stable for the work
teams. The stable was built into a swell of the prairie, and its roof was thatched with slough grass. Beyond
it was the long, low bunkhouse where the men slept, and still farther away was Cousin Louisa's long
boardinghouse shanty, with supper smoke already rising from its stovepipe. Then for the first time Laura

Laura included a sketch of the area
in the SSL manuscript. In the
typescript, there's this note:
"Proportions may not be exactly
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right. My memory is vague of the
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saw a house, a real house, standing all by itself on the lake's northern shore.

north and east shore. The camp

was gone when De Smet was built.
In my dreams I sometimes yet ride
around the livery stable and take

pio

the road home." ❤️
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 9, "Horse Thieves"
January 10, 2020.
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I always wondered if the "strayed" horses from Forbes' camp weren't actually stolen horses.
Granted, this Brookings County Press notice is from 2 months before the Ingallses were at Silver Lake,
but since Kingsbury County wasn't organized until March 1880, they were under the jurisdiction of the
sheriff in Brookings. Plus, this was (I think) the closest newspaper, published in Fountain by Jake Hopp's
brother, George.

The entire column above the Forbes mention was devoted to the organization of the

Brookings County Protection Agency, usually referred to as the "horse thief protection association."
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There were regular reports of horses being stolen, but none from Silver Lake camp. "Strayed or
Stolen. From the subscriber at Norton’s Camp on the Dakota Central R.R., three horses... Horses are
being stolen on all sides of us and now is the time to move in this matter. Let us organize for our own
protection... A horse was stolen at Volga one night last week, but was recovered again at Lake Benton,
this week..."

pio

The last two sentences of this passage didn't make it into the published SSL:

[Laura] thought of Big Jerry and his white horse. She had seen them many times galloping over the
prairie since the time they rode into the setting sun. Big Jerry always wore a red shirt and the white horse
never wore a strap. Laura hoped Jerry would not come and be shot. She wished there was some way she
could tell him not to come.

GEORGE HOPP --- If you ever get a chance to peruse the Brookings County Press, you should,
especially for its Hard Winter coverage. George Hopp was Jake Hopp's brother, and he was always
mentioning De Smet and Kingsbury County people in his paper, plus he was quite the writer.
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In 2008, Gina and I worked with the late Noel Bourasaw for his Skagit River Journal (SedroWooley,Washington) article about George Hopp. It's still online here:
http://www.skagitriverjournal.com/.../HoppBrothers.html
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--- and I'm still George Hopp's biggest fan!!
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D is for Docia... and railroad dump.

January 13, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 10, "The Wonderful Afternoon"

Most readers either love or hate Laura's wonderful afternoon. If you love it, you understand that
Pa's description of it all going "like clockwork" is a nod to engineering as well as efficiency. I wrote about
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railroad cuts/fills here:

http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/6055, for which I re-drew illustrations from W.L.
Webb's book, RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION (1903), which is online here:
https://archive.org/details/railroadconstruc00webb/page/64 (it will open at the "Earthwork" chapter. I just
love that book.)

pio

I was listening to SSL on cd this weekend and one sentence jumped out at me: "Aunt Docia
moved into the camp one day..." Where the heck had Docia been living? LIW writes in the next chapter
that "two weeks had passed" since they arrived at the Silver Lake camp, suggesting the last week in
September. Remember that Docia would have had Lena, Gene, Ida (4), and Addie (2) to care for, plus she
was 7 months pregnant; daughter Emma was born in Sioux Falls in November.
I posted this earlier:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/2020_01_01_docia.pdf, but didn't mention mistakes that might be in it; that's
okay, there are mistakes in SSL, too. It really show how much Hiram and Docia moved around! Here are
a couple of Forbes newspaper mentions from 1879: note that "Quiner" was working with him in Yankton
in June, and Hiram may have worked on the grade west of Huron after leaving Silver Lake. Also
20

including the Forbeses on the 1880 census in Yankton (the township/range and neighbors who filed
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claims places them in the northwest portion of today's Yankton).
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 11, "Payday"
January 14, 2020.

I think by now everybody knows that Laura wrote her story based on the riot in Tracy. When
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looking at this chapter, I remembered "Pa's old account book" of sales to the railroad men that Laura
detailed to Rose in a letter. The dates Laura notes are from June 3-22. The Tracy riot began on the 16th.
Hey, maybe Charles Ingalls really did experience it first-hand!
Newspaper accounts quickly go from calling it a "frontier war" to a "riot," then it's merely an
"episode." When it starts, the Lyon County sheriff gathers a posse, then telegraphs the governor for the

pio

militia at New Ulm. Both the governor and the railroad superintendent head to Tracy in a private car.
Maybe it was overkill, but what people at the time were remembering was the Great Railroad

Strike of 1877, and they knew what violence a few men could incite. It turned out that the men who
started the strike by demanding more pay had been prominent in the rioting in Chicago two years earlier.
Even though they went from camp to camp between Tracy and Lake Benton and caused some destruction,
they mostly made sure men who wanted to work were prevented from doing so. They were paid off, fired,
and contractors were told not to re-hire them.
The story changes slightly from report to report. I've got one of the early newspaper articles and a
1912 account here: http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/13100
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Btw, the men wanted an increase from $1.25 to $1.50 per day for men and from $2.50 to $3.00
per day for teams. According to LIW, Pa made $50 per month. Those equivalency calculators say that's
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$1300 per month in today's dollars. I wouldn't blame Pa if he also demanded more pay.
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Charles Ingalls and the U.S. Public Land Laws
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January 16, 2020.

Almost twenty years ago, Penny Linsenmayer and I (Nancy Cleaveland) wrote a short article
about Charles Ingalls and the United States Public Land Laws. We sent it to the LIW Lore for
consideration, but they didn't want it, so I formatted it all in a zillion tables in Word (even the maps) and I
printed it out and stapled it into a little booklet. We sold a few on ebay, then started giving them away: to
LIW fans and to a couple of the museums to sell. I =think= that 2007 was the last time I printed any out.
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We're putting the booklet online now. It's still under copyright and all, but it's always a good
thing to know how to read a township map, so study up. Since I'd formatted it to print and stack, fold and
staple, the original document wasn't in page order, so I've changed that for the pdf file. Enjoy!
http://www.pioneergirl.com/cpi_land_laws.pdf

P.S. If there are any glaring errors, I can correct the file, and re-upload, so let me know. I

pio

apologize in advance for the bottom of page 9.

P.P.S. No, you don't have permission to print it out and sell copies. Sheesh.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 14, "The Surveyors' House"
January 19, 2020.
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The million dollar question has always been, "Where exactly was the Surveyors' House located at
Silver Lake?" You know: the spot you can walk to and point to the ground and say, "Here." Since it was
the section house -- and the railroad only had rights to footage on either side of the tracks (right-of-way
granted August 7, 1879; the railroad passed through land either already filed on or available to be filed
on), it's a pretty safe bet that it was built close to the tracks, no matter how the camp itself sprawled over
the rest of the area.
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The non-slough land bordering Silver Lake had been filed on by the time the Ingallses arrived at
the railroad camp. Fred Dow came to the area in May 1879 and camped at Lake Henry (which was dry a
quarter of a mile from the shoreline), but from the top of the old Indian mound that used to be south of De
Smet, he could see Silver Lake (which was full of water) shining in the sunlight and knew that was where
he wanted to file. He went to Watertown and filed on the quarter section north of the lake as a tree claim.

pio

Dow went back to his home in Minnesota for the winter, and while he was there, he was contacted and
asked if he would give up part of his land for the residence part of the town of De Smet, because it would
be nice to have houses near the lake. He refused to trade quarter sections and the residence part of town
was then planned for the west side of town.
When Dow came back to the area in April, he thought someone had jumped his claim because

there was a house on his land, but it was the railroad house with the Ingalls family living in it.
Supposedly, the 1914 photo looking towards Silver Lake was taken from the spot where the
Surveyors' House was built. It's hard to figure out where that was, though. Most people tell you it was on
the hill north of the tracks if you go to the end of 4th Street. The trouble is: that area was Fred Dow's
father's claim until after the Hard Winter.
25

One of Fred's brothers, Edwin, married Frank Cooley's sister (Frank Cooley from ON THE WAY
HOME was Paul and George Cooley's father). Another brother, James, was the superintendent of the
blind school in Faribault, Minnesota (and he had a daughter named Mary Amelia). Fred married Mary
Glover, and her siblings were some of Laura Ingalls' students in the Wilkin School. Fred Dow and Nate
Dow (Grace Ingalls' husband) shared a common ancestor 7 generations back.
If you've think you know e-x-a-c-t-l-y where the Surveyors' House stood when the Ingallses lived
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there, what's your source and can you show me on the map, please?
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W is for WOODWORTH.

January 20, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 15, "The Last Man Out"

"We've got a neighbor I didn't know about.....an old man, sick and alone," says Pa. At the time,
Charles Ingalls was 43 and the "old man" was 53. Boggles the mind today, but in 1879, the average age of
death was 34 (or so the internet says). Plus, I suppose someone in their fifties would seem "old" to Laura,

pio

who wouldn't have known Rev. Woodworth at Silver Lake camp but who would write the story from the
advantage of having known him when De Smet was settled.
Horace Gideon Woodworth (1826-1899) was ordained as a Baptist minister in 1855 and was

chaplain of the 96th Illinois Infantry during the Civil War. After being pastor of the Baptist church in
Prairie City IL for a number of years, he filled the pulpit at various churches in northern Illinois and
southern Wisconsin, which is how the family ended up in Darlington.
Rev. Woodworth filed on his homestead just north of Fred Dow's claim in September 1879, and
did indeed come west to take the prairie cure for consumption (tuberculous). I find it a little hard to
believe that Pa had no clue someone was living less than a half mile from the surveyors' house. Rev.
Woodworth's claim was one of those a member of the Cameron gang tried to fleece from the legal
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claimant. Sadly, Rev. Woodworth actually paid the crook off to be allowed to stay on his claim. I
wouldn't have found that information if I hadn't gone to Darlington WI (I think it was 2009) to research
Minnie Johnson, whose family had come from Fayette to De Smet. When I was going through deeds, I
kept seeing familiar Woodworth names in the deeds (including the one where the Woodworths paid the
slimy crook for their own land), and it turns out that the historical society (the one right next to the
Johnson Library in Darlington) has lots and lots of Woodworth info, in case you live near there. It's also a

town filming part of Public Enemy at the courthouse.
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really beautiful part of the country. I also happened to be there =right= after Johnny Depp had been in

Cameron gang info here: http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/7404

In his claim file, Rev. Woodworth stated that he left his claim to go back east on November 24,
1879, "being a consumptive." He and his family returned to the claim in March 1880; although LIW only

children.
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mentions Jim and Ben Woodworth in the Little House books, Horace and Frances Woodworth had eleven

Woodworth info here: http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/6079
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The reason the Woodworths ended up in De Smet was that Jim Woodworth was given the job as
depot agent in De Smet after having served as an office boy for the Chicago & NorthWestern Railroad.
Because Jim was only 16 (yes, sixteen) years old (he was 3 years older than Laura Ingalls), his father's
name was put down as the "official" depot agent, but Jim did all the work. The Woodworths either lived
on their claim or in the Depot for the few years that Jim was agent there.

pio

Rev. Woodworth wrote the following: "As you are aware, it's the Woodworths against the world for doing
practical works. I do not now think of any earthly prestige worth the mention. Some of the family have
been talked of for Congress, never, I believe, for the penitentiary. No doubt we are a marked sprig of the
genus homo, and when honest men come in fashion, we shall make a tally. There is one curious thing-you may have noticed the same--all Woodworths have the same voice. I can tell a Woodworth
blindfolded or in the dark, if he will speak."
Laura Ingalls Wilder wrote about Mr. Boast's laugh. I wish she'd mentioned the Woodworth
voice! Any Horace Woodworth descendants out there?
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January 21, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 16, "Winter Days"

Yes, Silver Lake is still there. When was the last time you visited De Smet and were told that
Silver Lake had been drained, so don't bother looking for it?
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/9836

Laura and Carrie skated (slid in their shoes) on frozen Silver Lake, and it seems like skating was
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one of the lake's main attractions throughout the years; duck-hunting was the other one. A while back, I
compiled some newspaper bits about Silver Lake from Kingsbury County papers, and you can see that
ice-skating is what's mentioned most. The old postcard image in the file is from the Depot Museum in De
Smet; the photo on the last page is a winter view from 2011.
I added the link to this file on the Silver Lake A-Z entry, but here you go:
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/silver_lake_bits.pdf

The first photo here was taken from the "other" side of Silver Lake, meaning the southeast side.

Most people drive to the end of the industrial park to take pictures, but it just feels different from this
spot, because the view towards the railroad tracks is pretty pristine in almost every direction.
P.S. Watch out for buffalo wolves.
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January 24, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 17, "Wolves on Silver Lake"

This is the chapter that always makes me stop and think. And then I get bogged down in the
minutiae:
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The Ingallses spent only 4 months in the surveyors' house.
Ten chapters of SSL are about those 4 months.
There are two chapters about December 24th.
Are buffalo wolves really extinct?

Do you calculate a moonpath the same way you calculate a (solar) glitter path on water?

🌕

pio

Is there a list of Pa's "famous last words" somewhere?
I've spent winter months in De Smet, and I've sat at Silver Lake during the full moon waiting for

a moonpath to appear so I could photograph it, but I've never captured one. I've seen it in Montana,
though, but like Pa not having a gun when he needed one, I didn't have a camera when I needed one.
Have any of you taken a moonpath photo on Silver Lake??
🌕

If you can't picture a moonpath, check out this

video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCcpsqbL_tk&t=130s --- Moonlight is reflected off the
uneven surface of the ice and into the eyes of the viewer in a line from the source (moon) to the viewer
(i.e. Laura). Because the surface isn't mirror-smooth, the viewer doesn't see the light that bounces off in
other directions, only what comes right at them, hence the "path." The path always goes from the moon to
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the viewer, so if Pa looked at Silver Lake from the door of the surveyors' house, and Laura was far to the
south of him, each would see a unique path from the moon to their own eyes, which would be across
different parts of the lake.
🌕

The full moon rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. If you believe that Laura was writing about a

=specific= event that really happened after Rev. Woodworth left, then it took place after November 24
and before Christmas. (told you: minutiae) In 1879, there was a full moon on November 28th and another
on December 28th. If you want to plan your own Silver Lake / moonpath sighting trip, there is
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moonrise/phase data online for Brookings here: https://www.timeanddate.com/moon/usa/brookings

🌕 From the California Wolf Center: Canis lupus nubilus (Great plains wolves) once occupied most of
the Western United States, southeastern Alaska, and central and northeastern Canada. It had the largest
range of any subspecies in North America. It is also known as the buffalo wolf. It was thought to be
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extinct by 1926, but studies indicate that the wolves in Minnesota, Wisconsin and upper Michigan are
descendants of this subspecies. --- There's great reading online about the efforts (beginning in the 1920s)
to save buffalo wolves' bloodline from a pack in Pennsylvania. Some were moved to Washington State,
with the last of those wolves moved to Bridger, MT about 10 years ago. The photo is from an article last
January. Good place to start reading: http://mccleerywolves.com/
🌕

There was a buffalo sighting in Badger Township (northeast corner of Kingsbury County) on
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June 26, 1879. With the coming of homesteaders and the railroad, and the end of the buffalo the wolf
preyed upon, they began killing cattle and sheep brought to the area, so all wolves were hunted and killed,
with bounties paid at times. There are many Kingsbury County newspaper articles about "wolf hunts" and
"wolf bounties paid." Here are a few, although I found nothing specifically about buffalo wolves:

pio

JANUARY 1882: Wolves are more plenty this winter, especially near the lakes.
DECEMBER 1882: The report that deer can be found in this community has aroused our hunters to a sense
of duty. Antelope are seen very frequently near this place and wolves and coyotes help also to excite the
hunters around here.

FEBRUARY 1886: Wolves are getting numerous and bold. Can’t we have an old fashioned wolf hunt?
MAY 1893: Wednesday morning the County Auditor received twenty-one wolf scalps and issued receipts
therefor. We are informed that the county is paying about fifty dollars per day for wolf bounty.
FEBRUARY 1900: F.C. Bradley offers to buy furs—rats, wolves, skunks, or any other sort. Beaver and
mink preferred.
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JANUARY 1904: Prairie wolves are numerous in this locality this winter. Some of them have become so
brave as to capture the farmer’s chickens in the day time.
JANUARY 1905: Hod Perry says wolves are more numerous in his vicinity this winter than he remembers
of before. He has killed 9 with his hounds so far ...all of the large gray variety
JULY 1908: At county commissioners meeting, it was moved and carried that the county pay $2.00 for old
wolves and $1.50 for young wolves.
JANUARY 1913: --- It is reported that coyotes and wolves are becoming very numerous and troublesome.
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Geo. Harper says he has seen as many as fourteen near his place southwest of De Smet.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 18, "Pa Finds the Homestead"
January 25, 2020.

Laura writes that Pa tracks the wolves for "better than ten miles," and he picks out his homestead
while on the merry chase. I read that to mean that Pa went ten miles, total, not ten miles away from the
surveyors' house and then ten miles back. How did Charles Ingalls know which parcel he wanted to file
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on, and how did he know where he was?

He knew because the township corners, section corners, and quarter sections had been marked by
surveyors. Township corners were marked before interior lines, and dates vary. In the case of Kingsbury
County, Peter Royem – the head surveyor back in 1874 – described in his survey field notes the section
markers he placed at the section corners: “Drove charred stake and set post 4 ft. long 2 in. wide, 1 ft. in

pio

ground in mound 4 ft. diameter, 3 ft. high.” In addition, he identified the orientations of north, south, east,
and west in relationship to this marker with “4 pits 18 in. sqr. 1 ft. deep with stake 2 ft. long 2 in. sqr.” in
line with the corner stake.

On my map, I marked township lines in black, and the only township corner that isn't covered up

is the one west of Manchester that I marked with a big black dot. Township corners were usually marked
differently than sections, such as with a cut stone.
The Kingsbury County survey field notes are now online in the SD State Historical Society's
digital archive:
https://sddigitalarchives.contentdm.oclc.org/digital/collection/p15914coll1?fbclid=IwAR3kKrLnc
G3B7xyqJu_acG0vnGRjnWEytxb91sGzEzV75oraDwdcGLWHIX0 --- If you can read a township map,
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you can easily find the notes you need. 😉 And I will say that it's much more fun to hold the actual
survey notebook in your hands and read it.
The surveyors described the landscape (rolling prairie, good grass in abundance, dry marsh, etc.)
and soil (first rate, second rate, piss poor, etc.). Okay, they didn't really write "piss poor."
My map is getting ahead of the chapters, but I marked all the quarter sections that had been filed
on PRIOR to Charles Ingalls' homestead first filing on February 19, 1880. Green is tree claims; Red is
homesteads; Blue is preemption claims; Orange is scrip. Four original blocks of De Smet shown as little
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yellow squares near Silver Lake (unmarked, but you ought to know where it is by now!) School sections
are crossed out in yellow, because they weren't available for filing. Note how the pattern of settlement
goes from east to west (just like the railroad, duh), and that LOTS of tree claims had been filed on. Why?
Because you didn't have to live on a tree claim, so they were mostly filed on as speculation with intent to
sell the relinquishment.
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I wrote "CPI" on Pa's homestead, and "AWO" on Walter Ogden's homestead. Remember that irl,
Ogden was living with the Ingallses in the surveyors' house, and I'm guessing he and Pa had discussed the
lay of the land and they both knew that a lot of claims had been filed to the north and east of the townsite,
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even if Laura doesn't write the story that way.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 19, "Christmas Eve," and Chapter
20, "The Night Before Christmas"
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January 27, 2020.

There's wristlets, bedshoes, Fourth of July mittens, and handmade booklets of shaving papers that
shouldn't have been edited out. There's also the Boasts.
Charles Ingalls and Robert Boast met in September 1879 (according to both of them), but Mr.
Boast had filed on a tree claim on the northeast shore of Lake Henry A YEAR EARLIER, in July 1878.

pio

He filed on his homestead east of De Smet in July 1879, and in his homestead file, he wrote that he was
"making hay and harvesting" (most likely on his tree claim) until September 9th. Boast gave his previous
address as "Lake Herman, Dakota Territory," suggesting that he might have worked on the Chicago,
Milwaukee, and St. Paul Railroad. Lake Herman is just west of Madison in Lake County, to the south of
Kingsbury. (Check out Prairie Village in Madison if you visit De Smet this summer.)
Yes, like the song in the book, the Boasts married when Ella was 17, in June 1869. Their
homestead was 2+ miles east of De Smet, and they sold it in March 1891. (Lots of mistakes about the
Boasts in annotated PG.)
In "Treasures from C.P. Ingalls and Laura Wilder" (1982), Charles Ingalls wrote about the
settling of De Smet, saying, "Walter Ogden, a man that was working for Henry Peck stayed with us taking
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care of teams belonging to Peck that were left here." Annotated PG says that "Peck was a relative of Ella
Peck Boast." Yeah, they were first COUSINS. The Pecks filed on a homestead south of Lake Whitewood
in June 1878, and they ran a boarding house for railroad workers near Huron in 1880. (Almanzo boarded
with Henry's brother, Charles, who also ran a boarding house for railroad workers.)

- - - - NOTE - - - -
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February 12, 1880 [Brookings Co. D.T. PRESS]
From Kingsbury County. De Smet, Feb 2d, 1880. Editor PRESS: Thinking a few lines
from this vicinity might be interesting to your readers I take the liberty of sending them to
you.
De Smet is situated in the center of Kingsbury county, on the Chicago & N.W. R. R. and
on the bank of Silver lake. It is surrounded by as fine a country as can be found in the
west. There are some claims to be had here yet: some very fine chances for stock-raising.
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Times are lively here again. W.H. Peck has removed his herd of stock from this place to
his homestead 15 miles east. D.I. Egleston and party gave us a call last week. They
seemed very much pleased with the country and its prospects; they were a jolly, good
natured party and seemed determined to have a good time. We hope they will call again.
Trappers and hunters have been on the go to and from the “Jim” all the winter. They
seem to have had poor success in both vocations.
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The wolves, foxes, coyotes, and keeping warm have made lively times for your
correspondent this winter; he has made a successful warfare and hopes to bring more
stirring news when next he enters your sanctum.. C.S.I.. (Of course this is probably CPI,
or Charles Ingalls; who else would be writing from De Smet in February 1880?)
Kingsbury County papers have a lot of mentions of the Boasts and Pecks and Ensigns together in
De Smet or Lake Preston. I'll harvest some from my newspaper bits and put them in a comment below.
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(Remember the Ensign name from Walnut Grove?) They all came from Iowa together. Henry Peck's wife,
Esther, was the former Esther Ensign; she was a cousin of Dr. Silas Ensign, a homeopathic doctor in Lake
Preston who treated Mrs. Boast, who suffered from rheumatoid arthritis. In her diary, Grace Ingalls also
mentions being treated by Dr. Ensign.
Henry Peck and their teenage son died a couple of weeks after the October blizzard in 1880 (no

clue about cause of death for either); they're buried in the Lake Preston cemetery. Mrs. Peck was pregnant
at the time and gave birth a few months later.
De Smet and Walnut Grove museums may still sell Donald D. Ensign's SILAS B. ENSIGN,
FRONTIER DOCTOR (2000); it's worth a read. Mostly about Dr. Ensign from Lake Preston newspaper
bits, but plenty of genealogy and lots of great photos.
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Boast bits here: http://www.pioneergirl.com/boast_bits.pdf
I usually remove the day of publishing and name of newspaper in the files I post here. Also didn't
include a LOT of Boast mentions, but maybe there are some you haven't seen before. Enjoy.

Adding a picture of the Brookings
newspaper article. Note that the "P" in

co
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Henry Peck's name is also replaced
with an "S" in the article, the same as
with Charles Ingalls' initials. (Printers
substituted one letter for another when
they didn’t have enough of the proper
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letter to use.)
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 21, "Merry Christmas" and
Chapter 22, "Happy Winter Days"
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January 28, 2020.

These always feel like chapters of "excess" - lots of food, lots of presents, lots of activity, lots of
singing.

Presents = lawn handkerchief with crocheted lace, wristlets, knitted socks, necktie, apron with
handkerchief in the pocket, bedshoes, apron with 2 pockets, 4th of July mittens, blue wool coat with
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swan's down hood, pink cheesecloth bag of Christmas candy

Christmas breakfast = fried mush, tea, sour-dough biscuits, fried potatoes, codfish gravy, dried-apple
sauce, & Christmas candy.

Christmas dinner = sour-dough biscuits, johnny cake, roasted jackrabbit (draped with salt pork),
mashed potatoes, coffee, tea, sugar/cream, canned peach half in syrup, bread-and-onion stuffing, pickles,

pio

dried-apple pie, salted popcorn.

New Year's dinner = oyster soup made with milk/cream & canned oysters, oyster crackers, biscuits
with honey and dried-raspberry sauce, salted popcorn
Activities = read New York Ledgers, make a whatnot, share garden seeds, play in the snow, build a
snowman

Songs = “The Gypsy’s Warning,” “The Old Time,” “I Wish I Was Single Again,” “Billy Boy,”
“Camptown Races,” “Three Blind Mice,” “Nellie Was a Lady,” “Ben Bolt,” “Oft in the Stilly Night,”
“Bonny Doon.”
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Anything in that list you're not familiar with? I've never eaten rabbit, I've never seen a real piece
of swan's down with the skin on (much less sewn with it), and I've never made bedshoes.
After the New Year's dinner, Pa says he's been waiting for the land office in Brookings to open,
and he makes plans to head east the next morning, but it starts snowing, so he puts off his trip.
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You realize there was no land office in Brookings, right?
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January 29, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 23, "On the Pilgrim Way"

The first church service was held in the surveyors' house on February 29, 1880, and Charles
Ingalls first filed on his homestead on February 19th. The Brookings County Press article with news
about De Smet from Pa was published on February 12th, so the timeline presented in SSL has been rearranged. It makes for a better story to have beloved Reverend Alden show up unexpectedly and tell the
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family that "settlers are coming," thus setting up the drama that Pa might not get the homestead if he
doesn't hurry and get to the land office.

The timeline suggests, however, that it's quite possible that Pa was in Brookings for a week or
more before he dealt with his claim -- the way the De Smet "news" is written implies that Pa had visited
George Hopp at the newspaper office in person. (Even though the "letter" is dated February 2, there was

pio

no mail service, so the only way it could have gotten to Brookings is if Pa had it delivered by someone
who had already visited and was going east.) It's true that settlers were already visiting the De Smet in
January; Henry Hinz's family always remembered that he went to De Smet on January 6th. One thing to
remember is that some of the familiar businessmen who ended up with stores or offices on Calumet a few
months from now were at THIS time running businesses in Volga or Brookings, both towns that the
railroad was already servicing. Loftus, Harthorn, Maguire, Fuller, Owens, Barnes, Hinz..... already in the
area.
I've got A-Z entries for Rev. Brown, missionary barrels, Rev. Alden, and the American Home
Missionary Society (Rev. Sheldon) online, so for the sake of adding something new to the mix, I've
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uploaded some pages from the De Smet Congregational Church records here:
www.pioneergirl.com/desmet_congregational_church.pdf
The photo is (a composite I made) of Rev. Stewart Sheldon and his son, Rev. Charles M.
Sheldon, author of IN HIS STEPS: WHAT WOULD JESUS DO? (1897). Did you realize there was a bit
of a Little House connection to "What would Jesus do?"
Rev. Stewart Sheldon published GLEANINGS BY THE WAY, FROM '36 TO '89 (1890), which
contains memories of his work in the mission field in Dakota. I blogged some of the entries back in 2007,
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and I just added an old screen capture to the "Home Missionary Society" A-Z entry here:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/3927

To read GLEANINGS in its entirety:
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https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=loc.ark:/13960/t23b76n9q&view=1up&seq=7
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 24, "Spring Rush"
Kingsbury County contains 553,000 acres of land, in 24 survey townships. In the 6 survey
townships I looked at filings for (prior to when Charles Ingalls filed on his homestead in February 1880; I
posted a bit of the map earlier), there are 138,240 acres, 7680 of which are in school sections (so

pio

unavailable for filing).

Another way to look at the 6 survey townships (meaning 1/4 of the county) is that they contain

864 possible quarter-section claims (not excluding school sections and the lakes). At the time Charles
Ingalls filed: there had been 157 tree claim filings, 88 homestead filings, 4 preemptions, and 1 parcel of
scrip.

The entire population of Kingsbury County at the time was said to be 50 residents.
Was there a spring rush before Pa filed? I guess it depends on how you look at it. As Pa wrote about that
winter, "we neighbored with Nelson," in reference to the men who spent the winter at the Huron townsite,
including J.S. & S.S. Nelson. So to have the population increase to "50" (especially if it meant "men")
was a bit of an increase.
44

Laura wrote to Rose about the Yankton Land Office in the Spring of 1937. This was in
connection to Almanzo's filing.

The Land Office was a one story board structure with a false square front,
common in those days. Not even painted.
The town of Yankton was new and crude. The official in charge was called the
Land Agent. Clerks waited on applicants, showing the sectional map, on the counter
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behind which they stood. Any quarter section not marked x was still open to entry and
could be filed on. A man “filed a claim” on a homestead or tree claim and got his “first
papers” on it.

I never saw those papers and neither Manly nor I can remember what they were
called legally. They were always spoken of as first papers.

in the rather bare office.
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There was no especial crowd when Manly filed, just a few men standing around

I am using a mob scene at the land office when Pa files the next spring, so please
don’t use that.

…There was no opening time for settlement or filing. As soon as the country was
surveyed it was open to homesteading etc.
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There was a small rush that fall and next spring, settlers following the R.R.
survey and the new R.R.... Manly signed an application, filed on and the first papers were
given him.

At “proving up” the homesteader went to the land office with two witnesses to
prove that for five years he had made a continuous residence on his claim, never being
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away from his home (house) there for more than six months. That he had a house on it
and ten acres of land under cultivation.
A homesteader proved up at the end of five years. The only expense was for

making out and recording the “patent”. But Manly does not know how much that was. It
was a patent from the government, not a deed. If a man wanted to prove up before the
five years ended, he could do so buy paying $1.25 an acre.

Yes, activity was increasing before Pa went to file. The railroad was already running to Volga (35
miles east), in Brookings County. Railroad ties were being unloaded in preparation for extending the track
west, with the first train getting to De Smet in May.
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January 29, 1880, George Hopp published the following [Brookings County Press]:
We find the following in the Chatfield Democrat, from the pen of a correspondent, who evidently visited
Brookings in its early days. But to accuse of us burning “slough grass hay: is a little too much for human
nature to stand. We deny the charge:
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🛤 Arrived at the new town of Brookings about 3 o’clock the next morning, and
the only place we could get into was the rear end of a boarding house—a sod room about
12 feet square, where 20 men, 8 women, and 2 children were sleeping upon shelves, one
above the other, besides several more on the floor slumbering in promiscuous order. Of
the four passengers who crawled into that travelers boudoir only one possessed a lunch
bottle, the contents of which he carefully appropriated to his own use and benefit, leaving
the rest of us resigned to our fate. Not having room to lie on the floor we had to content
ourselves by sitting on a bench with our feet stuck to the fire until daylight. As luck would
have it the room was warm and no one there suffered from cold; though one man
discovered he had frozen his feet and burned his boots all at the same time—or so he
said.
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After partaking of a hearty breakfast, I started out to see the sights of Brookings.
It is the youngest city I ever saw, being at time less than one month old. It contained two
hotels, two stores, drug store, hardware, meat shop, blacksmith shop, and the printing
establishment of the “Brookings County PRESS,” where I found the editor, G.W. Hopp,
and his brother “Jake” getting their breakfast over the office stove, using slough-grass
hay for fuel. They are both healthy looking fellows, have got a good printing office, and
are enjoying a good business with good prospects of future increase. The idea that a
printing office don’t help a town to grow must be false, because Brookings and
Flandreau are the two leading towns in this vicinity.
Brookings, not yet two months old, has nine dry goods and grocery stores, with
numerous other business houses. Few towns, if any, outside of a mining district can make
a better showing for growth than this. No post office has yet been established here, and
Nasby’s phrase, “Oh, for a post office,” is a common one.
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You realize there was no land office in Brookings, right?
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January 31, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 25, "Pa's Bet"

When Charles Ingalls first filed on his claim on February 19, 1880, Kingsbury County was part of
the Yankton land district, and all claims were to be filed at the land office in Yankton. That's where
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Almanzo went to file on his claim the previous fall.

By law, though, a claimant could file before the clerk of the county court "in cases where the
family of the applicant, or some member thereof, was actually residing on the land which he desired to
enter, or when he is prevented of appearing at the land office by reason of distance, bodily infirmity, or
other good cause, from personal attendance at the district land office."
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Kingsbury County had not yet been organized with government offices filled, so it was attached
to Brookings County for judicial purposes. There was no land office In Brookings: Pa appeared before
William H. Skinner, Clerk of Courts, at his office near the depot in Brookings. If you're familiar with
Brookings, you know there's a great pub called "Skinner's" downtown near the former depot. It's in the
restored C.A. Skinner store (built in 1901), but W.H. and C.A. weren't related (crap). Clerk-of-Courts
Skinner forwarded Pa's signed documents to George Wetter (Register at the Yankton Land Office), and
Lott S. Bayless (Receiver at the Yankton Land Office) recorded Pa's claim filing.
There were land agents (land locators) in Volga and Brookings who kept county survey maps and
tried to keep with which quarter sections had been filed on, and when. But it took time to get documents
to Yankton, so ultimately, it came down to the date a document was signed, and the courts were full of
contested claims.
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Most (but not all!) of Pa's claim file is online: https://www.archives.gov/research/land/ingalls
Look at images 16 & 17 (also pictured here). The blanks were printed by George Hopp. By the time Pa
made final proof, a land office had opened in Watertown, which was much closer to De Smet. There are
several documents in Pa's file that are on blanks printed in De Smet. Had Pa waited to file on a claim after
Kingbury County was organized in March, he could have appeared before John Carroll, who left
Brookings and moved to De Smet to accept the appointment as Clerk of Courts for Kingsbury County.
The April 5, 1880, Kingsbury County News (first issue of the paper, published by Jake Hopp and
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George Mathews) reported: "J.H. Carroll, well known in Brookings county has received the appointment
of clerk of courts for Kingsbury county, and is now ready to transact the business of his office at this
place. Filings for homesteads in this county can be made only before him in case parties settle upon the
land and do not go to the U.S. Land office."

L is for LAND OFFICE
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/13132
C is for CARROLL

http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/8124
H is for HOPP
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/4940

I didn't mention Ma's regular boarders, "young Mr. Hinz and the two Mr. Harthorns," so:

H is for HINZ

http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/5627
H is for HARTHORN

pio

http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/5251
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 26, "The Building Boom"
February 2, 2020.
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Laura writes that people were busy building on the townsite, which some did in advance of it
being surveyed into blocks and lots. In the summer of 1879 Marvin Hughitt (C&NWRR general manager)
and Thomas H. Brown (who located towns along the Dakota Central) made multiple trips to the area,
meeting with Charles Irish (head railroad surveyor) as work on the railroad progressed. About the time
the Ingallses were arriving at Silver Lake in September 1879, Charles E. Simmons (Land Commissioner
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for the C&BWRR) wrote to William Skinner (Clerk of Courts in Brookings) to tell him the names of
towns and which range they would be located in, including Brookings (Range 50), Volga (Range 51),
Nordland (Range (53), De Smet (Range 56), Iroquois (Range 58). So Hinz, Harthorn, Beardsley... and Pa
knew where the Section corner was, plus they knew where the tracks would be laid, and they knew how
far from the tracks the lots usually started.

If you're familiar with De Smet (or not), I've included a photo looking south on Calumet from the

pio

railroad, showing the location of Harthorns' store, Hinz saloon, and Beardsley (later Sturgeon) hotel.
There are some thumbnails of the buildings on the messy map. Royal Wilder's building was two lots
south of Hinz's, but this picture was taken after Royal's store was torn down and another one built in its
place; sorry. I have a page about Wilder Feed online, though:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/7043
Henry Hinz thought he was building on the first lot south of the tracks, but he missed it by two
lots once it came time to sign on the dotted line. Laura writes that the man putting up the hotel and would
be in business in a week, but her timeline is a little off. The contract to purchase the lot from the railroad
was with Thomas Reed but the lot was in Martha (Mrs. Jerome C.) Beardsley's name. On April 5, 1880,
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the Kingsbury County News reported that "The Beardsley House is full and a-running now a-days." Laura
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also said they hauled lumber from Brookings, but it was actually Volga.

I was gone all day or I'd have drawn a pretty map, but you're stuck with my messy notes (there are a few
mistakes on it but I'm not dealing with them now). A lot was going on behind the scenes during these last
few chapters. If you remember the Cameron land fraud: http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/7404

pio

...and Fred Dow not agreeing to give up his claim for the townsite, the railroad executives were
busy trying to buy up legitimate claims they needed for the town to expand into (residential areas, more
business blocks, etc.). On the map, T.H. Brown's 80 acres (hey, look; it's north of the tracks, not south!)
was the original townsite, but they decided to push the townsite further south, so they needed John
McGarry's 80 acres and Richard Pope's 80 acres. McGarry worked for the railroad in Mankato, so his
claim =might= have been some sort of deal going on there.
John McGarry filed on his land in August 1879. He and his wife sold it to Albert Keep (President
of the C&NWRR for $100, with the deed filed in Brookings). Richard Pope was living in Missouri and
sold his claim to Marvin Hughitt for $240 in September 1879.
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A few months after De Smet was platted, Marvin Hughitt bought Robert Boring's claim -- it's the
land south of Fred Dow and contains a lot of Silver Lake's western coastline. My guess is that somebody
still had in mind to develop it for the town. They did draw water from Silver Lake for the trains to use, so

pio
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preserving access for that may have been another concern.
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G is for GAZETTEER.
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I was asked what this is, and although it was published in 1881 (so about De Smet during the
Hard Winter, not as it was just getting settled), it's worth a gander now.

https://archive.org/details/minnesotanorthso22minn/page/n540/mode/1up That is all. Enjoy.

pio

Pleeeeease tell me you guys looked up Walnut Grove in that gazetteer and compared it to De
Smet. What about Spring Valley? Volga? Did you look at gazetteers for other years?
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February 2, 2020.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 27, “Living in Town”

✍️ Laura wrote to Rose (August 1938): "The town was staked out and I think the first comers
simply squatted on the lots they wanted and bought them later. The lots were sold for $50 an inside lot.
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$75 for a corner lot and a building worth $250 had to be built on a lot within six months to hold it. Pa first
built on a corner lot facing east with side street on south side. That was where it snowed in on us, in April
blizzard. He sold that place at a good profit on the lot because it was the most desirable location in town
also he got pay for his work building the house and pay for the material that would have bought material
for building again, so he would have money left after buying the lot diagonally across the street, with a

pio

west and north frontage and building there where we lived in Hard Winter."
📖 Summer before last, there was some online excitement when the C&NW Historical Society

posted an image from their (newly rediscovered since the 1990s, I guess) book of De Smet town lot sales.
These records have =always= been in De Smet (courthouse / Register of Deeds): the town lot book is the
record of contracts made to purchase (and payment for) town lots (not only in De Smet but other towns in
Kingsbury County), and this book is separate from the grantor/grantee indexes, which first records when
the lots were paid for. You understand grantor/grantee and why there are multiple copies of property
transactions, right?
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The C&NW page in the second photo shows the contract between Albert Keep and Charles
Ingalls to purchase Lot 21, Block 4 for $50, dated July 17, 1880. Albert Keep sold all his property in De
Smet to Western Town Lot Company, and the record in De Smet shows that WTLC sold the lot
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contracted for to Caroline L. Ingalls on October 2, 1882.

THOMAS MCGUIRE / EDWARD COUSE --- The first photo shows Laura's drawing of where
businesses were located in De Smet (after the Hard Winter, though), and where Pa's second building
stood, which is the one they lived in during the Hard Winter. Mr. Couse came from Kasson MN midApril 1880 and located in Volga. He worked for Thomas Mcguire, who ran hardware stores in Brookings,
Lake Preston, and De Smet. Mcguire contracted to buy Lots 8 & 9, Block 1, but they were sold to Couse,
who ended up taking over the hardware store on his own. The wooden, two-story structure that Pa built
housed Couse Hardware until the summer of 1886, when a large brick block was constructed (it's Ward's
Store now) and the earlier wooden building was moved around the corner on Poinsett Avenue and fitted
up for a residence. It was torn down in 1929.
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------------ 1880 newspaper ad. ---------T.H. Maguire Co., Dealers in General Hardware, De Smet, Dakota We handle the largest and best stock
of Hardware, tinware, stoves, plows, agricultural impl’ments of all kinds & Descriptions ever brought
across the Dakota Line. We handle the Mc Cormick Farm Machinery, Reapers, Mowers & Harvesters.
Threshers. We handle the Case Thresher a machine rec'g by its many years of operations. Standard
Scales and Safes. E.H. Couse, Manager.
-------------
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No photo of the first Couse building has surfaced that I know of, but it's shown in the De Smet
bird's-eye drawing from 1884, as well as Pa's second building.

Did you notice that in BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Laura has Pa say they will move
to the homestead as soon as he "sells this building." Yet in THE LONG WINTER, they move to Pa's
building in town. Laura didn't want to complicate SSL by writing about both buildings, but somebody

DE SMET BIRD’S-EYE VIEW
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forgot to fix this line!

http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/8068

EDWARD H. COUSE
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/5122

HISTORY OF CHARLES INGALLS’ BUILDLING
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/6190

Guess who was the first person to contract to buy a town lot?
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ROYAL WILDER!
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This is an old drawing, and I'm not hauling out records to check dates right now, but it gives you an idea of
which lots people had contracted to purchase by the end of 1880. I found a list I'd compiled of lots contracted
for, in date order (but not all 1880 lots are on this list, so I'll make sure to correct before putting this stuff on
my website):
Royal Wilder, Lot 17 Block 1, May 20, 1880
William Cooke, Lot 8 Block 2, May 22
Margaret Garland, Lot 1 Block 4, May 27
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William Shockley, Lot 19, Block 2, June 7
Henry Hinz, Lot 19 Block 1, June 8
Christopher Doner, Lot 10 Block 3, June 12
Thomas Ruth, Lot 8 Block 3, June 16
Charles Barker, Lot 16 Block 1, June 28
Charles Mead, Lot 21 Block 1, June 28
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Martha Beardsley, Lots 12&13 Block 1, June 29
Edelbert Harthorn, Lot 11 Block 1, June 30
T.H. Ruth, Lot 10 Block 1, June 30
James McKee, Lot 9 Block 2, July 13
Charles Mead, Lot 20 Block 1, July 14
Henry Hinz, Lot 1 Block 3, August 25
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Michael Toddhunter (sold to Elizabeth Leland), Lot 11 Block 2, October 28
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Charles Spofford, Lot 10 Block 2, November 4
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"There's been a murder." This is supposedly the reason the Ingallses rush to move to the homestead.
Laura has the Brady/Hunt murder in the wrong year:
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/8044

There were other claim jumper / settler murders (just not in Kingsbury County), and one in the summer of
1880, in Brookings County. So Pa may have been worried because of that one? In his claim file, Pa stated
they moved to the claim in "May 1880."
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"Oh, I am as happy as a big sunflower..." Laura includes an April blizzard in this chapter as well.
In Eliza Jane Wilder's homestead claim file, she wrote the following: "In April 1880, I returned home [to
her claim], found the house very damp but far better than I feared.
One night a few days after my return a snow storm came which filled my house with snow on a level six
inches above my head. I had been awake all night protecting my face from snow.
I tried to get board at the "Hotel" until such time as I could secure for myself comfortable home of my
own. But found them little better than myself. Snow covered every floor and bed in the house, beside they
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had not room.
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I shoveled out the snow..."
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 28, "Moving Day"
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February 3, 2020.

Those. Horses. --- Pa tells Laura that a matched team of horses such as the ones Almanzo is
driving would cost $250 to $300. So I decided to compare the Wilders' "stuff" to the Ingallses' in the
earliest personal property tax records. Almanzo and Royal are recorded separately:
Charles Ingalls: 2 horses = $100, 2 cattle = $5.74, 1 wagon = $10, farming equipment = $10.
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Almanzo Wilder: 2 horses = $120, 1 cow = $3, farming equipment = $10.

Royal Wilder: 6 horses = $245, 2 wagons = $75, farming equipment = $38.
It's interesting to note that in the SSL manuscript, it's Royal who is driving (wagon with no
wagon box, only boards on running gear), with Almanzo sitting with his legs dangling off the side. Laura
introduced the Wilders differently in her first draft: she has Pa see Almanzo's shanty when he goes
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hunting over the winter they're living in the surveyors' house. Almanzo left a coat hanging inside, and in a
pocket, Pa finds a card addressed to "Almanzo Wilder." When Pa tells the family, Laura says that
Almanzo is funny name. Carrie adds: "Maybe he's a funny man."
Something else to ponder: furniture. When they move into the town building from the

surveyors' house, Laura has Pa buy 2 new bedsteads in town (for the girls). In the manuscript, though,
when the railroad men come to take back over the surveyors' house, they tell Pa he can have all the
furniture in it. She also writes that they had wanted Pa to buy the lumber from the railroad shanties before
they left in the fall, so that's why he goes ahead and uses it to build on the townsite, saying he will pay
them for it when they return.
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In the next chapter, Ma and the girls will ponder how to arrange furniture in the half-shanty on
the homestead. They seem to have no trouble getting everything to fit for that first night, though. The
Brandt version of Pioneer Girl has a different story for those early days in the half-shanty; Laura wrote
that only one bed was set up, and the girls' beds were made on the floor at night, and in the morning, they
laid the bedding on top of "the bed behind the curtain" (Ma and Pa's bed) and then covered it with a
"pretty quilt, making everything neat and cosy."
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Placing a value on personal property was even more variable than real property (for tax purposes). Only at
tax time did you want your belongings to be worth less. But of course you wanted the highest price if you
sold something. Maybe Pa had sold the $30 heifer and was paying taxes on a cheaper/younger animal?
Maybe the taxable value was based on some formula and was only a percentage of the actual value? I
honestly don't know.
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It's possible that Almanzo had a team that he declared were borrowed from his father, so not taxable in
Kingsbury County. In a 1937 letter to Rose, he wrote: "Yes a good work Horse cost 150 dollars at that
time but a man could get an older horse for from 40 to 70 dollars that would do the work and hold his Job
all summer and keep in good flesh with good care." And Laura wrote to Rose after asking Almanzo how
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it was that he had a team worth $400 at age 18:

Sometimes his father gave (?) him some money and he kept part of it until he had enough of his own to
buy a pony for $50.

He kept the pony a year and sold it for $75.

With $30 of that money he bought a colt. Next spring he sold it for $100.
With this $100 and $25 more of his own, Manly bought one of the horses that made the trip to Yankton.

pio

His father bought the other at the same price and gave Manly time to pay for it. Manly went to Marshal,
Minn. with his team in the spring, worked them there all summer and was offered $200. just before he left
for the one that died on the trip. Don’t you know it took courage for an 18 year old boy to go on from
there.

When they went west to build the claim shanties, as he wrote you, they went with Roy’s teams.
After they were back in Spring Valley, Manly’s father sold Manly one of his own horses, so Manly would
have a team to work and all winter Manly all winter hauled and sold cordwood at $4.00 a cord until the
horse was paid for.
Then he had a team to go west to his homestead in the spring.
It was two or three years before he finally got the dead horse paid for.
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[Just realized this has Almanzo admitting he was underage when homesteaded.]
So glad Rose asked her dad about expenses! One of my favorites (spelling and punctuation is Almanzo's):

Mansfield Mo 3/23/1937
Dear Rose
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You dont seem to think there is a lot of over head expence in living. For example groceries ware as cheap
or cheaper When you and Corene ware keeping House you ought to got all the groceries you could eat
flower sugar coffee & potatoes for not to exceed $7.00 a month did you live on that expence. Now it is
this way in the first place the first year 1880 I worked on the railroad till the middle of July don’t
remember how much money I had when I quit railroad I hired 5 acres Broke on the homestead & 5 on the
tree claim Had to have that much to hold it. When I quit the Railroad I went down to Marshell Minn. to
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harvest 25 acres of wheat help was scarce so I changed works with a neighbor to cut & bind my wheat
also to stack it & thrash it that is the men to thrash. I had to pay 6 cts a bushel for thrashing I got 18
bushes per acre it was 60 cts a bushel I got 5 bushels ground into grain flour to use through the winter &
changed 8 bushels into white flower and to 50 bushels to Dak. for seed. That left 237 fu to sell but they
always dock off some for dirt & weed seed so I got about $200. by that time What I had left from
Railroad work was gon then I got a Emigrant car to DeSmet oh yet I had in some oats I had the expence
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of harvest & thrashing then about 200 bushels put them in the car and got some lumber to build a shanty
on my homestead that would to to live in and a small barn for my team you see the first shanty was just
enough to make believe we staid there & one could have if he realy had to you see in 1880 we just broke
the 5 acres on each claim so in 1881 I only had 5 acres for wheat. Had to put trees out on the treeclaim. I
traded my horses for 2 yoak of oxen so I could break more land and I bached and broke about 50 acres
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before it got to dry I broke 5 acres for Oconel at 3 per acre to help out I had to here my hay cut as I did
not have a mowing machine I also hired my 5 acres wheat cut I got 175 bushels. Kept 80 bushels for see
& sold the rest came to a little over 50 dollars to live on for another year in the spring of 1882 I had to
buy a seeder I don’t remember the price I think about 60 dollars & a harrow for $20 on time at 10 per %
c/o interest Then when harvest came there was a binder to get at $200 on time binding twine to buy it cost
30 dollars it was rather dry & it haled once so the wheat went about 16 bushels had in 40 acres 604
bushels 75 for seed next year 10 acres oats.
Would have 56 bu got about 58 cts after taking out the shrinkage would be $319. I forgot to say I had to
get a breaking plow at $28. & a turning plow to turn the sod after the sod was broke in the spring & early
summer We had to get a turning plow $18.00 and turn it in the fall that left it rugh so it would freez &
61

thaw so it would harrow to peacies in the spring. Now in 1883 & 1884 both seasons ware poor crops just
enough to pay the expence of harvest & thrashing posabley a little more & in all these years I paid from
18 to 40 dollars a year taxes personal tax
there was always repares on machinery horses to shoe my self to shoe it cost a dime to get a shirt washed
2 churches built in town I had to chip in for both. When I got tired of baching I board in town at 4 dollars
a week. You see they built a school house in every school district & taxed us enough to pay for them &
hire a teacher. if I did not want to burn hay it was coal at 9 dollars a tone $60 or $75 a winter. it is hard to
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tell whare the money goes but it has a way of getting away from a fellow if he has got it
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ask some more yours truly D
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 29, "The Shanty on the Claim"

ne
e

February 4. 2020.

Since Pa wrote that the house on the claim was 14 x 20 feet (before the sitting room addition
described in another book), was the half-shanty 14 x 10 feet, or was it 7 x 20 feet in size? Long and
narrow is what most often comes to mind; the half-shanty would have been the original "tiny house,"
which is usually less than 8 x 20 feet in order to fit into a parking space. I just can't figure out how the

pio

furniture would have been arranged; believe me, I've tried a LOT over the years!
Laura herself changed how she described the furniture arrangement from Pioneer Girl to

published SSL. Carrie & Grace's bed is in the south corner with the long side on the west wall, but later,
that's where Ma & Pa's bed is. Rocking chairs are here, then they're there. Did they really have six chairs?
A trunk also appears, and you really don't know which wall the door is on (weather-wise, it probably
wasn't on the north wall, which is where I put it on some plans), just that it opens back against the
whatnot in the corner. Laura also mentions a front door and a back door after this book, but before the
addition; so, was there one door or two? There's a north window and a south window, but we don't know
where they were on the wall. We don't know the sizes of the beds, although there are some historical
guidelines from old catalogs.
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C is for CLAIM SHANTY
http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/6902

---o---o---o---o---
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Lookie here: www.pioneergirl.com/homestead_aerials.jpg
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This is a smaller version of something I've shared with a lot of people, so maybe you've seen it. It
shows aerial photos taken of Pa's quarter section at 4 different times, from 1952 until 2018, so one can
assume that the house in the earliest aerial here is the same house Garth Williams photographed when he
visited De Smet (see LIW COUNTRY by William T. Anderson). Do you think the house Garth Williams
photographed was the Ingallses’?

The replica the Sullivans built on Ingalls Homestead is darn close to where the older house was.
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The tree in the background of the second photo is still there, btw.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 30, "Where Violets Grow"
February 5, 2020.

When the Sullivans bought the Ingalls homestead 15+ years ago, it came with a buffalo named
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Barney. Barney had been part of the former "attraction" at the homestead, but the Sullivans didn't want to
keep him penned up all alone and on display, so he had been "put out to pasture," so to speak. When
Barney had the run of most of the quarter section, he would be found wallowing in the dust behind the
Flindt garage building which had been moved to the property (where visitors make haytwists and rope
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now). Everybody wondered if that was the site of the original buffalo wallow.
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Oldtimers said the buffalo wallow was to the west of the little slough on the homestead, and the
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depression had been dug out to make a watering spot for livestock (it shows up on the 1970 aerial). Over
the years, it had been taken over by the little slough. In Pioneer Girl, Wilder wrote that the buffalo
wallow was "south of the house, about halfway across the farm," which is pretty close.
Although Laura wrote "the buffalo are gone, and now we're homesteaders," that wasn't exactly
true. Delos Perry (father of Clyde, one of Laura's students in the Perry School) wrote that six buffalo
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spent the Hard Winter sheltering on Henry Burvee's land at Spirit Lake.
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 31, "Mosquitoes"
February 6, 2020.

When head railroad surveyor Charles Irish and his band of surveyors were locating the route
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through Kingsbury County in July 1879, they camped on the east side of 3-T110-R56W. Charles Ingalls
filed on the NE 3.

While working for the C&NW RR, Charles Irish kept a diary and wrote letters to his family back
home in Iowa; those and his survey maps and other diaries/papers are archived at the University of Iowa
Special Collections.

At this time, Irish had been through Kingsbury County, working, and west to the James River,
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where they were met by Marvin Hughitt and J.E. Blunt. This camp was as they were working their way
back east. Although the diaries are almost impossible to read sometimes because of bleed-through, here is
what Mr. Irish wrote while camped on or next to Ingalls Homestead, with some notes from me:
▪ Sunday, July 6, 1879. Pulled up camp and moved out from the James river at 7 A.M. … had a hard time
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as the late rains have flooded the country and the heat was intense. +93 from 8 A.M. to 7 P.M.
▪ Monday, July 7, 1879. Had the worst mosquito fight yet hardly an eye was closed last night. The dew
was also heavy. Dunlop & myself slept out of doors. We came on past Blunts Butte and camp on E. side
sect. 3. T 110 – 56 – Day pleasant. Sent teams back for bal. of camp. [Note: Ingalls Homestead on NE 3110-56.]
▪ Tuesday, July 8. 1879. Worked on profile & estimates all day and fixed up the rifles. The teams came
back at 4 P.M. Nearly continuous clouds in east threatens rain. At 9 P.M. saw a beautiful meteor E to SW.
around size of Venus.
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▪ Wednesday, July 9, 1879. Day began warm. We had a hard night from mosquitoes Very bad day +98 at
10 A.M. Got Thorn off for Goodwin & Meyers off for Oakwood [Note: Brookings County]. Very hot day
+98 at 4 P.M. We finished the run west of the ridge. I went on to Lake Preston.
▪ Thursday, July 10, 1879. The boys did not get back until 11 P.M. The clouds which gathered last
evening gave us quite a wind storm from the north, which cooled the air down immensely. We got off late
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and ran a new line across the big swamp on Sect. 12 – T 56-111. Messrs Blunt and Hughitt came at noon
with a change of programme. [Note: New line at Section 12 would have taken the railroad along the north
shore of Lake Henry, two miles to the south of where it ended up. Between Lake Preston and Manchester,
the railroad makes a northward curve to where De Smet is located. If they had kept the tracks in a straight
line, they would have gone along the north side of Ingalls Homestead, but would have had to cross Big
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Slough across its widest part.]

▪ Friday, July 11, 1879. Blunt and Hughitt left at 3 this A.M. The mosquitoes were so thick that no one
got rest in camp last night. Today was intensely hot +98 for 5 hours we began our turn around Lake
Preston it dry and has been for many years. This day has been a perishing one as to heat but we made a
good run. [Note: Letter from Charles Irish to John Charles Fremont about Lake Preston and other lakes in
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Kingsbury County included in John Charles Fremont’s MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE (online; see page 46).
Irish had planned to locate the tracks across the dry lakebed of Lake Preston before changing the route.]
▪ Saturday, July 12, 1879. What a mosquito night we past. They swarmed by the millions around our
tents. It pains me to hear the men and horses groan all night from such torment. We picked up our camp
on Sect. 3 – 110 – 56 and moved it to south bank of Lake Preston. Had a hard time in the creek crossing.
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[Note: not sure what “creek” they would have crossed, but there was a body of water 2 miles east of
Ingalls Homestead on early maps, now a slough, part of Lake Thompson drainage.]
▪ Sunday, July 13, 1879. This was a fine hot summer day. We expect to make a big run tomorrow for we
wish to reach the end of survey as soon as possible and water is drying up fast. We dig 18 feet now where
9 feet did before.
▪ Monday, July 14, 1879. [entire entry in pencil with ink bleed-through from next page. Almost
impossible to decipher.] Horror of horrors. What a night! We had --- --- . At dusk the mosquitoes came by
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the millions. Oh! Such agonies. The men and horses were covered by them. We sat up and ---- all night.
We ---- ----- 3 miles.
▪ Tuesday, July 15, 1879. Got off with camp yesterday and came to the divide 8 miles east of Lake
Preston. Here we had more mosquito punishment. Saw a --- meteor at 10 P.M. Dolphin to Cass [Note:
Constellation Dolphin to Constellation Cassiopeia. The meteor shower Delta Aquarid was from July 14 to
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August 18 in 1879.] abt. size of Mars. We ran 4 miles We are used up.
▪ Wednesday, July 16, 1879. Camped in Sect 2 110 [Note: blank space, might have had 5? written in
pencil. Since camp was on west of Lake Preston, this would be Range 55.] Had a relief of 15 men 3 at a
time 2 hours each to smudge mosquitoes. Got some sleep. Mr. Wattrum [? later entries look like
Watterman] and Mr. Brown came last eve. We made a good run today but it’s hot. Very hot. Mosquitoes
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all day.

A bit of CHARLES IRISH info here:
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/13034

MEMOIRS OF MY LIFE, by John Charles Fremont (1887). Portion of Fremont map identifying Lake
Preston and other lakes in Kingsbury County in photo. Map portion from David Rumsey map collection
online.
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Charles Wood Irish papers at University of Iowa:
http://aspace.lib.uiowa.edu/repositories/2/resources/359
M is for MOSQUITO BAR --- In which I am fascinated by bobbinet tulle.
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http://www.pioneergirl.com/blog/archives/11017
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BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE, Chapter 32, "Evening Shadows Fall"
February 6, 2020.

And, as Laura fell asleep still thinking of violets and fairy rings and moonlight over the wide, wide land,
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where their very own homestead lay, Pa and the fiddle were softly singing...
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEabn3sNOxY
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